
Capelet: using the knit-on method, CO 6 sts, place marker; 
CO 12 sts, pm; CO 18 sts.

Preparation Row: (k 1 wrapping yarn around needle 
3 times, drop 2 sts) 6 times; (k 1 wrapping yarn around 
needle twice, drop 1 st) 6 times, k 6.  
18 sts remain. 

Row 1: k 6, (k 6 wrapping yarn around needle twice and 
drop extra loops from needle), (k 6 wrapping yarn around 
needle 3 times and drop extra loops from needle). 
Row 2: (k 6 wrapping yarn around needle 3 times and drop 
extra loops from needle), (k 6 wrapping yarn around needle 
twice and drop extra loops from needle), k 6.

Repeat these 2 rows until inner edge of arc is approx 
29”. Try on and work extra rows if desired (may require 
addtional Galaxy).

In next Row 1, k 2, yo, k 2 tog (buttonhole made), work as 
est. Work 2 more rows as est. BO all sts, pulling sts very 
loose as you work to so edge does not pull up. 
Sew button to right side. 

   

FP5  Galaxy Capelet
        Designed by Laura Bryant & Gail Rhodes

One Size: approx 16” long & 70” around at hem

Materials: 
   3 Galaxy
   size 15 needles
   1 large button
   sewing thread and needle

Note about construction:
   Capelet is worked with progressively larger stitches, made 
with additional wraps, that form the swing. 

Note about joining Galaxy:
   Join strands only in a dense area (not on a loop or extra 
wrap). To join invisibly, overlap the new end about 1” over 
the old so the strand is continuous and then sew with 
sewing thread through both layers, back and forth several 
times. Knit as if it were one strand.

 
Whip this delightful capelet up in 

an evening or two. 
A clever take-off on our 

flounced scarf from Vogue’s
Silver Anniversary issue, 

the capelet is worked on more 
stitches for fewer rows to form 

the perfect light cover-up, 
showcasing Galaxy to its best 

advantage.
Thanks to Gail Rhodes of 
Gail Knits in Las Vegas 

for the great idea!
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Oh, so graceful and light--
this capelet is dazzling in its impact.

Gold kissed Brass, this page, is 
fit for the finest meeting of the

round table, or a red-carpet 
night at the movies.

Lipstick, cover page, is infused 
with high drama

through its bold coloring--
you will be sure not to be missed! 


